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Abstract
The problem addressed in this paper is concerned with DNA sequencing by hybridization. A new type of oligonucleotide
libraries is proposed for hybridization experiments. The libraries consist of oligonucleotides of di9erent length dependent
on an oligonucleotide A(T) and C(G) content in such a way that an increment of C(G) is twice of that of A(T) and
the sum of increments for each oligonucleotide is constant for a library. The latter is called an isothermic oligonucleotide
library and the way of its construction will be presented. It will be shown that two such libraries that di9er in their sums
of increments by an A(T) increment are su=cient for DNA sequencing by hybridization. The hybridization experiment
using isothermic oligonucleotide libraries should supply data with a lower number of errors due to the expected similarity
of melting temperatures of oligonucleotide duplexes, thus, o9ering more stable conditions of the hybridization experiment.
The combinatorial part of the general problem of DNA sequencing (allowing all kinds of errors) with isothermic libraries
will be then formulated, and the ways of solving it will be shown. The general problem will be proved to be strongly
NP-hard, but heuristic algorithms solving this problem are reported to have better computational features than those for
standard libraries.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Reading a sequence of an unknown DNA remains one of the most challenging issues in molecular biology. New
approaches to DNA sequencing are studied both on experimental and theoretical levels. One of the sequencing methods
used is sequencing by hybridization (SBH), which has been proposed, for example, by Drmanac et al. [14], Khrapko
et al. [20], Southern et al. [29], and Markiewicz et al. [23]. In the hybridization experiment an oligonucleotide library is
compared with many copies of one strand of an examined DNA fragment. Usually, the library consists of all 4l short
one-strand DNA fragments of length l. Elements of the library are constructed in a special way on a DNA chip [28,15,25].
During the hybridization reaction, copies of the longer DNA fragment join to oligonucleotides from the library in their
complementary places. After the reaction, reading a Euorescent image of the chip one obtains the set of oligonucleotides
being subfragments of the examined DNA fragment. This set is named spectrum. Most of the sequencing approaches
based on combinatorial oligonucleotide libraries proposed till now use sets of oligonucleotides of the same length (l-mers).
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Fig. 1. An example of a reconstruction of the unknown sequence on the basis of an ideal spectrum.
Fig. 2. The erroneous spectrum results in a partial reconstruction of the unknown sequence.
(An interesting exception are so called gapped chips [27]. However, their construction and properties are di9erent from
the libraries proposed in the present paper.)
In case of an ideal spectrum, i.e. the one without errors, all n − l + 1 di9erent subsequences of length l (l-mers) of
the original sequence of the known length n, are present in the spectrum. (In fact, due to the biochemical nature of the
hybridization process, these are reverse complements of the subsequences we consider at the mathematical level.) The
neighboring l-mers should overlap on l − 1 letters. Example 1 gives an idea of a reconstruction of the unknown DNA
sequence on the basis of an ideal spectrum.
Example 1. Let us suppose that the (unknown) sequence to be reconstructed is AACTGTACA. We see that n=9 and the
ideal spectrum would contain the following l-mers: spectrum = {AAC, ACA, ACT, CTG, GTA, TAC, TGT}. This will
lead to a reconstruction phase shown in Fig. 1. (Note that in genetics it is assumed that the DNA sequences are always
read in one direction (orientation) from the 5′ end to the 3′ end.)
The reconstruction phase shown in Fig. 1 is purely computational. There are several methods solving this problem
[3,22,14,26], but only the latter by Pevzner is polynomial-time. It reduces the problem to the one of Qnding an Eulerian
path in certain labeled graph. A class of these graphs was called later DNA graphs and their properties were analyzed
by B laz˙ewicz et al. [8].
Unfortunately, the hybridization phase of the SBH is rarely perfomed without errors. The latter may be of two types:
negative, where some l-mers are missing in the spectrum and positive, where some excessive l-mers appear in the
spectrum. A reason for negative error appearance may be two-fold. Either they are a result of experimental errors or
they follows repetitions of l-long subsequences in the reconstructed DNA sequence. A nature of positive errors is purely
experimental. Example 2 illustrates the types of errors discussed.
Example 2. Let us now slightly modify the sequence to be reconstructed, given in Example 1. Let it be AAATGTAAA
and n=9. This will result in one negative error (AAA), since repeated l-mers cannot be measured twice in the hybridization
experiment. Additionally, let us assume that a positive error (GTT), appeared. Thus, our spectrum will now have the form
spectrum = {AAA, AAT, ATG, GTA, GTT, TAA, TGT}. The reconstruction phase is shown in Fig. 2.
It is known that an occurence of errors in the hybridization experiment results in a strongly NP-hard computational
problem [16,11]. The computational phase of the SBH approach with some types of errors appearing in the spectrum
was addressed in few papers [3,20,14,26,2,19,21,9]. The most general approach dealing with both positive and negative
errors was studied in [6]. The reassembling of l-mers into a DNA sequence (the reconstruction phase) would be more
e9ective if the data would contain less errors. However, it is well known that DNA duplexes of C/G rich l-mers are more
stable than A/T rich ones. This serious obstacle can result in numerous errors of a positive type. At the same time a
modiQcation of hybridization conditions directed towards diminishing the number of imperfect duplexes of C/G rich l-mers
might result in increasing a number of missing perfect duplexes of A/T rich l-mers. In other words, such a modiQcation
of hybridization conditions that decreases a number of positive errors might increase a number of negative experimental
errors. The duplex formation dependence on base composition can be reduced by high concentration of chaotropic salts
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such as tetramethylammonium chloride [24]. However, still new approaches that would lead to lowering a number of
faults are required in order to develop SBH or its variants as a reliable sequencing procedure. Among such approaches
there are chemical modiQcations of the structure of l-mers that lead to a diminishing the duplex formation dependence on
base composition by attaching additional functionalities increasing a stability of duplexes of A/T rich l-mers. Conjugates
of oligonucleotides and minor grove binders are the example of such studies [17].
The duplex formation depends on a base composition but also on its length. In the earliest studies using allele speciQc
oligonucleotides in DNA mutation analysis a simple equation was used to calculate melting temperatures of oligonucleotide
duplexes assuming 4◦ for C/G pairs and 2◦ for A/T pairs [30]. Thus, taking formally, it is possible to compensate lower
stability of A/T rich duplexes by increasing their length. It is known that the above description is not very accurate
although it reEects a general relative stability of di9erent duplexes quite well. A better description of the dependence
of the duplex formation on base composition and length is given by the nearest-neighbor model [12]. However, in our
opinion the above simple way of a calculation of the duplex formation, taking into account only numbers of A/T and
C/G pairs with appropriate increments, o9ers a new solution to a sequencing by hybridization (cf. patent application [4]).
The aim of this paper is to deQne in a more formal way and analyze properties of the new biochemical libraries
that may be used in SBH procedure to read DNA sequences. Following the above discussion (cf. [4]) an isothermic
oligonucleotide library has a constant melting temperature (described by the formula of Wallace et al. [30] for each of the
oligonucleotides that are its members. (A more formal deQnition will be given in Section 2.) As discussed above this will
result in more stable duplexes (oligonucleotides from the library hybridizing with the reconstructed DNA sequence), thus,
leading to a decrease of experimental errors (positive and negative) [30,31,1]. Moreover, simple arguments may be used to
demonstrate that the new libraries can also handle some negative errors coming from repetitions of short oligonucleotides,
standard libraries could not cope with.
In the paper, after a formal deQnition of the isothermic oligonucleotide library it will be shown that two such libraries
that di9er in their melting temperatures by two degrees (in other words, their sums of increments di9er by the A(T)
increment) are su=cient to reconstruct DNA chains by the SBH method. The general computational problem of DNA
sequencing (allowing all kinds of errors) will be then formulated and its solution strategies proposed. The problems with
only positive and only negative errors, respectively, will be also discussed. The most general one will be proved to be
strongly NP-hard. The results of a computational experiment will also demonstrate the computational usefulness of the
approach proposed.
An organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains the proof that to reconstruct a DNA sequence it is
su=cient to use only two isothermic libraries di9ering by 1 increment of A(T). It also presents the ways these libraries
can be generated and discusses shortly their impact on errors in SBH. In Section 3 mathematical formulations of the
sequencing problems (di9ering by the types of hybridization errors) are given. Section 4 contains the proof of the strong
NP-hardness of the general isothermic sequencing problem. Results of computational experiments are also reported, that
prove higher e=ciency of the approach proposed as compared with standard libraries.
2. Isothermic libraries and their properties
In the previous section we gave a rough description of isothermic oligonucleotide library. To be more precise we deQne
it more formally. We start with a deQnition of a more general isorelational library.
Denition 1. An oligonucleotide library L consisting of all oligonucleotides satisfying relation wAxA + wCxC + wGxG +
wTxT = CL, where wA ; wC; wG ; wT are increments of nucleotides A, C, G and T, respectively, xA ; xC; xG ; xT denote
numbers of these nucleotides in the oligonucleotide, and CL is a constant parameter for the library, is an isorelational
oligonucleotide library.
We see that by taking in addition a very simple formula D=xA +xC +xG +xT, where D is a length of an oligonucleotide,
we have also a relation between base composition and a length of the oligonucleotide. Note, that if wA = wC = wG = wT
for a given library, one gets a standard oligonucleotide library (where all oligonucleotides are of the same length).
As a special case of these libraries we have isothermic oligonucleotide libraries, formally deQned below.
Denition 2. An isothermic oligonucleotide library L of temperature tL is a library of all oligonucleotides satisfying
relations wAxA + wCxC + wGxG + wTxT = tL; wA = wT; wC = wG and 2wA = wC.
Without loss of generality we assume here that wA = wT = 2 and wC = wG = 4. This corresponds to increments which
nucleotides bring into stability of oligonucleotide duplexes. In what follows a sum of increments of nucleotides forming
an oligonucleotide will be called an oligonucleotide temperature.
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Isothermic oligonucleotide library follows the experimentally established relationship between base composition and
duplex stability described in the Introduction. Oligonucleotides contained in such a library should form duplexes with
their complements in a more narrow range of experimental conditions (temperature, salt concentration, etc.) than that
characteristic for an oligonucleotide library with oligomers of the same length. Therefore, the hybridization experiments
performed with isothermic libraries should result in a less number of experimental errors. This property of isothermic
libraries prompted us to analyze their applicability in SBH. Their use should substantially limit a number of faults to be
considered in the computational phase of the SBH approach.
In this section we will analyze in detail the above issues. Firstly, it will be shown that in order to perform a proper
hybridization experiment (i.e. one in which all oligomers necessary and su=cient for covering an analyzed DNA sequence
can be detected) it is su=cient to use two such libraries which temperatures di9er by one increment of A or T (by 2◦).
On the other hand, it will be shown that one such library is not enough. Later the way in which such libraries can be
constructed and their impact on errors, will be discussed.
Let us start with the Qrst question. It is easy to show that one library is not su=cient. For example, it is not possible
to cover DNA chains composed of only C and G nucleotides by oligomers from a library of a temperature not divisible
by 4. Moreover, a library of a temperature divisible by 4 is not su=cient to cover subsequences, where one nucleotide
of A (or T) type is surrounded by only G (or C) nucleotides.
Now, we will have the following claim.
Claim 1. It is always possible to cover any DNA sequence by probes coming from two isothermic libraries of temper-
atures di<ering by 2◦. Moreover, this coverage is such that in the sequence two consecutive oligonucleotides (from the
libraries) have starting points shifted by at most one position.
Proof. Let us assume w.l.o.g. that the libraries have temperatures t and t + 2. Consider the 5′ end of the sequence.
Now, let us pass along the sequence toward its 3′ end. When a position is reached, at which the nucleotides from the
subsequence bounded by 5′ end and the current position form an oligonucleotide from one of the libraries, set two pointers
at the ends of this oligonucleotide. Now, one can search for an occurrence of another oligonucleotide from the libraries
which appears in the DNA chain. In order to do this, one can move the left pointer by one position to the right (cf.
Example 3 and Fig. 5).
If the Qrst oligonucleotide mentioned above (beginning at the 5′ end of the sequence) had the temperature equal to t
then a subsequence bounded now by the pointers would have its temperature equal to t − 2 or t − 4 depending on the
Qrst nucleotide. Now, one has to move also the right pointer by one position to the right. If the Qrst nucleotide was A or
T, then a new bounded subsequence would correspond to an oligonucleotide of temperature t or t + 2 (thus, belonging
to the considered libraries). In case of C or G at the Qrst position, an obtained subsequence would correspond to an
oligonucleotide of temperature t − 2 or t. In the former case one should move the right pointer by one more position
to the right to get an oligonucleotide from the considered libraries. We see, that moving pointers in the above manner,
the original sequence can be covered with shift at most 1 by oligonucleotides belonging to any of the two considered
isothermic libraries.
Similar analysis can be done for an “initial” oligonucleotide of temperature t + 2 what completes the proof.
It follows from the above discussion that in order to apply isothermic libraries to the SBH process, one should use two
of them of temperatures di9ering by 2◦. Let us assume these temperatures to be equal to t and t + 2, respectively. Below,
the way of a construction of such two non-standard libraries, is shown.
In Fig. 3 a construction of an isothermic oligonucleotide library of a temperature divisible by 4, is presented.
In this Qgure standard procedures of adding nucleotides to the mixture and partitioning of the latter, are applied. The
left graph in Fig. 3 describes a synthesis of the library of the temperature equal to 4◦. Symbol  denotes a partition
of a mixture, while  denotes a union of mixtures. The graphical way of presenting library construction procedures is
based on the one used in [13]. Notation “A/T” should be interpreted as the following sequence of operations: a partition
of a mixture into two parts, an addition of nucleotides with adenine (A) to one of them and ones with thymine (T) to
the other and union of the parts. “C/G” means similar sequence of operations for nucleotides with cytosine or guanine.
In order to construct the library of a temperature equal to 4 + 4 · t deg, t copies of the right subgraph should be inserted
sequentially into the left graph, at the indicated position.
Now, a construction of an isothermic oligonucleotide library of a temperature non-divisible by 4 is presented in Fig. 4,
where the same denotations as in Fig. 3 are used.
The left graph describes a synthesis of the library of the temperature equal to 6◦. In order to construct the library of a
temperature 6 + 4 · t deg, the right subgraph should be inserted sequentially in t copies into the left graph, at the indicated
position.
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Fig. 3. A construction of an isothermic oligonucleotide library of a temperature divisible by 4.
Fig. 4. A construction of an isothermic oligonucleotide library of a temperature non-divisible by 4.
The following steps allow for a calculation of ratios of a mixture partitioning, which guarantees equal representation of
all oligonucleotides at the end of the construction procedure. It should be noted, that the following algorithm has more
general nature and it can be applied to any construction graph built of the previously deQned basic operations. Having
drawn the graph, assign number “1” to the last arc of the graph (the one leading to vertex “end”). Next, going back
within the graph, assign numbers to all remaining arcs according to the following rule: passing through the partition symbol
assign to a preceding arc the sum of numbers previously assigned to arcs outgoing from the symbol; otherwise—passing
through any other symbol—rewrite a number without a change (if the symbol is preceded by more than one arc, all of
them will have the same value as the succeeding one). After these steps, all assigned values denote numbers of di9erent
paths possible to draw from the point of appearance of the value to the ending vertex. Since each path represents one
oligonucleotide, the number assigned to the arc outgoing from vertex “start” is equal to the cardinality of the constructed
spectrum. It should be remembered, that in the case of Figs. 3 and 4, operations denoted by “A/T” and “C/G” are in
fact series of operations. Next, the numbers assigned to the arcs adjacent to the partition symbols indicate the way of
partitioning the mixture. The number above the symbol becomes the denominator of fractions representing the partition
ratio, numbers below the symbol become the numerators of the fractions. For example, considering the construction graph
of the isothermic library with t = 8◦, the Qrst partition symbol (just below vertex “start”) would be preceded by an arc
with number “44” and it would be succeeded by arcs with numbers “32” and “12”. It means that the whole library would
contain 44 di9erent oligonucleotides, and the Qrst partition during the construction procedure should divide the mixture
into two parts having the volumes equal to 3244 =
8
11 and
12
44 =
3
11 of the original mixture, respectively.
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As we pointed out oligonucleotides belonging to one isothermic library di9er by their lengths. The shortest oligonu-
cleotides will be these which contain only nucleotides of C/G type. For example, the library of a temperature equal to
t divisible by 4, contains oligonucleotides of lengths varying between t=4 and t=2. On the other hand, the library of a
temperature equal to t non-divisible by 4, contains oligonucleotides of lengths varying between 	t=4
 and t=2.
One may be also interested in the cardinalities of isothermic libraries constructed in the above way. The two formulae
describing relations between temperatures (t) and cardinalities of the libraries (card) are given below, where formulae (1)
and (2) are concerned respectively, with temperature t divisible and non-divisible by 4:
card(t) =
t=4∑
i=0
[( t
4 + i
2i
)
2t=4 + i
]
; (1)
card(t) =
 t4 ∑
i=0
[(  t4 + i + 1
2i + 1
)
2t=4+i+1
]
: (2)
We see that these cardinalities are between the cardinalities of the standard libraries involving, respectively, only the
shortest (t=4 or 	t=4
) or only the longest (t=2) oligomers of equal length.
In formula (1) each element of the sum corresponds to a number of oligonucleotides of length t=4 + i. A number of
nucleotides A or T in a given oligonucleotide is equal to 2i. Similarly, in (2) each element of the sum corresponds to a
number of oligonucleotides of length t=4+ i + 1 and a number of nucleotides in a given oligonucleotide equals 2i + 1.
Let us now consider once more the question of errors. Firstly, let us consider the conditions of the biochemical
experiment with new isothermic libraries. As already discussed, an oligonucleotide containing mainly A/T units can form
a complementary duplex that is stable at lower temperature than that of an oligonucleotide of the same length rich in C/G
units. In consequence, A/T rich duplexes will be disrupted at temperatures in which C/G ones are perfectly stable. This
will result in negative errors of A/T rich duplexes, when hybridization is done at higher temperature that is still optimal
for C/G rich duplexes. Moreover, lowering temperature of hybridization experiments to assure complexing of A/T rich
oligonucleotides results in stable hybridization of oligonucleotides that although are not fully complementary, but have
higher C/G content. Such hybridizations with mismatches are equivalent to positive errors in oligonucleotide spectrum.
Thus, this is clear from the above discussion that narrowing the range of melting temperatures (optimum hybridization
temperatures) of oligonucleotides used in a hybridization experiment will substantially diminish number of experimental
errors [30,31,1]. This goal is exactly achieved by isothermic libraries. The oligonucleotides composing them are forming
stable duplexes (with a reconstructed DNA sequence) within the same narrow range of temperatures (bounded by t or
t + 2◦). Thus performing the SBH experiment at this temperature (say t degrees) should result in a lower number of
positive and negative experimental errors.
On the other hand, the isothermic libraries can also deal with some negative errors coming from repetitions of short
subsequences present in a reconstructed DNA sequence. This is illustrated by Example 3.
Example 3. Let us now consider once more the sequence AAATGTAAA from Example 2. The cardinality of the standard
library used in this example is 4l = 64 oligonucleotides. The closest (from the cardinality point of view) is to perform the
SBH experiment with two isothermic libraries of melting temperatures equal to, respectively, 6◦ and 8◦. Their cardinalities
are: card(6)=16 and card(8)=44. We see, that the total cardinality of these two libraries is smaller than that of the standard
library used in Example 2. Now, in the new experiment the obtained spectrum will be as follows: spectrum = {AAA,
AAAT, AAT, ATG, GT, GTA, GTT, TAA, TAAA, TG, TGT}. As before we added one positive error—GTT, while AAA
appeared only once, but this time this fact will not have an inEuence on the reconstructed sequence (see Fig. 5.) Using
the approach described in the proof of Claim 1, we could even omit (in the reconstruction phase) some oligonucleotides
(TAA, GT, TG), which were fully contained in longer ones, their beginning not being shifted to the right with respect to
the latter.
Fig. 5. Isothermic libraries allow for an errorless reconstruction of the sequence with repetitions given in Example 2.
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3. Formulation of the sequencing problem
Following the discussion in Section 2 we are now able to formulate several isothermic sequencing problems (in the
sense of combinatorial optimization ones). Presented formulations will be valid under a resonable assumption that most of
the data coming from a hybridization experiment are correct. Let us note, that the same assumption has been successfully
used for the formulation of the general sequencing problem with standard oligonucleotide libraries [6]. As in the classical
SBH, as a result of a biochemical phase one gets a set of oligonucleotides called spectrum (S). Now, the spectrum
contains data from the hybridization experiment with two isothermic oligonucleotide libraries di9ering by one increment
of A(T). Spectrum may contain two types of errors: positive and negative. The most general problem is the one where
both types of errors occur. This problem in a search version may be viewed as the one of Qnding, for given spectrum S,
a sequence with the minimum sum of positive and negative errors (formally deQned later). Let us observe, that the above
formulation di9ers from the standard one [6], where one maximized a number of oligonucleotides from the spectrum to
be included in the constructed sequence. It is not hard to see that in case of the standard oligonucleotide library, where all
oligonucleotides are of equal length and none of the oligonucleotides completely covers another one, the two approaches
would be equivalent. Here, if non-standard, isothermic libraries are used and the above assumptions are not fulQlled, a
maximization of a number of oligonucleotides from a spectrum used for a construction, could lead to a sequence with a
higher number of negative errors.
Now, let us denote by  and , respectively, a number of oligonucleotides from the spectrum being a part of the
constructed sequence, and a number of oligonucleotides being members of the two used isothermic libraries of temperatures
t and t + 2 which can be distinguished in this sequence (each oligonucleotide adds to  a number of its occurences in
the sequence). We see that numbers of negative and positive errors in the constructed sequence may be deQned as,
respectively,  −  and |S| − .
Our sequencing problem can now be formulated in the following way.
Problem 1. Isothermic SBH with positive and negative errors — search version.
Parameters: Set S of oligonucleotides (spectrum), each of them of temperature t or t + 2, length n of an original
sequence.
Answer: A sequence of the length not greater than n with a minimum value of  + |S| − 2.
This problem can be also formulated as a mathematical programming problem in the following way. Here, as a solution
we understand a chain of some elements of the spectrum. Obviously, it can be uniquely translated into a sequence of
nucleotides. All variables appearing in the formulation are non-negative integers:
minimize  + |S| − 2
subject to (3)
|S|∑
i=1
bik6 1; k = 1; : : : ; |S|; (4)
|S|∑
i=1
bki6 1; k = 1; : : : ; |S|; (5)
|S|∑
k=1


∣∣∣∣∣∣
|S|∑
i=1
bki −
|S|∑
j=1
bjk
∣∣∣∣∣∣

= 2; (6)
∑
sk∈S∗

∑
si∈S∗
bik ·
∑
sj∈S∗
bkj

¡ |S∗| ; ∀S∗ ⊂ S; S∗ = ∅; (7)
last =
1
2

 |S|∑
k=1


∣∣∣∣∣∣
|S|∑
i=1
bik −
|S|∑
j=1
bkj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ k

+ |S|∑
k=1



 |S|∑
i=1
bik −
|S|∑
j=1
bkj

 k



 ; (8)
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|S|∑
i=1
|S|∑
j=1
cijbij6 n− llast ; (9)
 =
|S|∑
i=1
|S|∑
j=1
bij + 1; (10)
 =
|S|∑
i=1
|S|∑
j=1
cij∑
k=1
bij(yijk + y
′
ijk) + ylast ; (11)
yijk6 1; i = 1; : : : ; |S|; j = 1; : : : ; |S|; k = 1; : : : ; cij ; (12)
y′ijk6 1; i = 1; : : : ; |S|; j = 1; : : : ; |S|; k = 1; : : : ; cij ; (13)
ylast = ylast1 + ylast2 + 1; (14)
ylast i6 1; i = 1; 2; (15)
llast−1∑
i=1
f(slast[i]) = t ⇔ ylast1 = 1; (16)
llast−1∑
i=1
f(slast[i + 1]) = t ⇔ ylast2 = 1; (17)
cij+lj⋃
w=k
(
w∑
z=k
f(sij[z]) = t
)
⇔ yijk = 1; i = 1; : : : ; |S|;
j = 1; : : : ; |S|; k = 1; : : : ; cij ; (18)
cij+lj⋃
w=k
(
w∑
z=k
f(sij[z]) = t + 2
)
⇔ y′ijk = 1; i = 1; : : : ; |S|;
j = 1; : : : ; |S|; k = 1; : : : ; cij ; (19)
z6 li ⇒ sij[z] = si[z]; i = 1; : : : ; |S|; j = 1; : : : ; |S|;
z = 1; : : : ; cij + lj; (20)
z¿ li ⇒ sij[z] = sj[z − cij]; i = 1; : : : ; |S|; j = 1; : : : ; |S|;
z = 1; : : : ; cij + lj; (21)
where:
• si — element of spectrum,
• si[j] — jth nucleotide of si,
• li — length of si,
• n — length of an original sequence,
• bij — Boolean variable; it is equal to 1 if element si is an immediate predecessor of element sj in a solution, otherwise
it is equal to 0,
• cij — cost of joining element si (as a Qrst one) with element sj assuming a maximal overlap of the two elements (in
the sense of the hybridization); it is equal to a di9erence between starting positions of the elements in a contig obtained
in the above way; if the di9erence is equal to 0 and si is longer than sj , the value of cij should be set to n,
• yijk — Boolean variable; it is equal to 1 if in a contig created from elements si (as Qrst) and sj joined with shift cij ,
it is possible to distinguish an oligonucleotide of temperature t starting from position k of the contig; otherwise it is
equal to 0,
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• y′ijk — Boolean variable; it is equal to 1 if in a contig created from elements si (as Qrst) and sj joined with shift cij ,
it is possible to distinguish an oligonucleotide of temperature t + 2 starting from position k of the contig; otherwise it
is equal to 0,
• ylast — a number of oligonucleotides of temperatures t or t+ 2 possible to distinguish in the last element of the current
solution,
• f(x) — a function returning an increment of nucleotide x, i.e. f(A) = 2; f(T ) = 2; f(C) = 4; f(G) = 4.
Minimization of criterion function (3) coresponds to minimization of a number of errors connected with a solution.
Inequalities (4) and (5) guarantee that each element of spectrum has at most one immediate predecessor and at most one
immediate successor in a solution. Eq. (6) ensures that in a solution there will be only two elements not connected with
other elements of spectrum on both its ends. Inequalities (7) guarantee that there will be no cycle in a solution. Eq. (8)
assigns the index of the last element in the current solution. Inequality (9) ensures that a constructed sequence will not
exceed length n. Formulae (10)–(21) deQne the values of parameters  and .
The model of sequencing with both types of errors assumes that the only information we have got from the hybridization
experiment is a spectrum and the length of the reconstructed sequence n. But it is possible to set chemical conditions
in such a way that one type of errors is hardly seen in a spectrum or even it might be eliminated from the data. This
additional information justiQes a formulation of problems with only positive errors and only negative ones, respectively.
In these formulations we use terms ideal spectrum and ideal multispectrum for a given sequence. The former one denotes
a set of all oligonucleotides of temperature t or t + 2 which are present in this sequence (possible only for sequences
without oligonucleotide repetitions). The latter one means a multiset of all such oligonucleotides.
Problem 2. Isothermic SBH with positive errors only — search version.
Parameters: Set S of oligonucleotides (spectrum), each of them of temperature t or t + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S′ ⊂ S and S′ is an ideal spectrum for this sequence.
Answer: A sequence of length n such that all oligonucleotides of temperature t or t+ 2 which appear in this sequence
are also elements of spectrum and each of them occurs exactly once in the sequence.
This problem can be formulated as a system of equations and inequalities similar to those of (3)–(21), but instead of
minimizing function (3) equation  =  must be satisQed. Moreover, inequality (9) now becomes an equation.
Problem 3. Isothermic SBH with negative errors only — search version.
Parameters: Set S of oligonucleotides (spectrum), each of them of temperature t or t + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S ⊂ S′′ and S′′ is an ideal multispectrum for this sequence.
Answer: A sequence of length not greater than n containing all oligonucleotides present in S.
This problem can be formulated as a system of equations and inequalities similar to (3)–(10). This time, instead of (3)
equation  = |S| must hold.
Problem 4. Isothermic SBH without errors — search version.
Parameters: Set S of oligonucleotides (spectrum), each of them of temperature t or t + 2, length n of an original
sequence, where S is an ideal spectrum for this sequence.
Answer: A sequence of length n such that an ideal spectrum for this sequence is equal to S.
System of equations and inequalities (4)–(21) with inequality (9) changed to equation and an additional equation = |S|
is another formulation of this problem.
4. Complexity and computational results
In this section we analyze computational complexity of the most general variant of isothermic SBH problem, i.e. the
one with both positive and negative errors and later report on the preliminary results of some computational experiments
with the tabu search implementation of the sequencing algorithm. Complexity analysis is always a starting point when
analyzing a combinatorial optimization problem. Proving computational hardness (NP-hardness) of the considered problem
is equivalent to a non-existence of easy (polynomial-time) algorithms solving it. Thus, one is justiQed in using polynomial
time heuristics, e.g. tabu search.
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We are interested in the complexity of the search version of the general isothermic SBH problem and in order to prove
that it is NP-hard in the strong sense, we show that its decision counterpart is strongly NP-complete. Let us start with a
formulation of the latter problem.
Problem 5. Isothermic SBH with positive and negative errors — decision version.
Parameters: Set S of oligonucleotides (spectrum), each of them of temperature t or t + 2, length n of an original
sequence and integer B.
Answer: “Yes” if there is a sequence of length not greater than n with  + |S| − 26B, otherwise “no”.
We prove strong NP-completeness of this problem by transforming the problem of directed Hamiltonian path between
two vertices [18] into it.
Theorem 1. Isothermic SBH with positive and negative errors (decision problem) is strongly NP-complete.
Proof. The proof is done by a polynomial transformation from the problem of a directed Hamiltonian path between two
vertices (problem %1). Given an instance of %1 (a 1-digraph G = (V; A) with two speciQed vertices s and u), an instance
of the sequencing problem with both types of errors is constructed as follows:
• two vertices s′ and u′, and two arcs (s′; s) and (u; u′) are added to graph G; the new graph is denoted by G′ = (V ′; A′);
• to each vertex v∈V ′ a unique label ev of length x = 	log2|V ′|
 over the alphabet {A; T}, is assigned;
• for each vertex v∈V ′ a spectrum element of the form evCevG is created; let the temperature of these elements be
denoted by t;
• for each arc (w; v)∈A′, all oligonucleotides of temperature t or t+2 which are included in the sequence ewCewGevCevG
and which are not yet included in the spectrum (the spectrum must remain a set), are added into the spectrum;
• length n = 2|V ′|(x + 1);
• bound B = |S| − 2(|V ′| − 1)(2x + 1) − 1.
There exists a Hamiltonian path from s to u in graph G i9 there exists a sequence of length not greater than n and a
value of  + |S| − 2 not greater than B.
It can be also proved that the isothermic sequencing problems with only one type of errors are also NP-hard in the
strong sense. On the other hand, the time complexity of the problem without errors is polynomial [10].
These complexity results are an important starting point for algorithm designers directing their e9orts towards polynomial
approximation (heuristic) or exact enumeration methods. In order to obtain exact solutions of the isothermic sequencing
problem with errors one could develop a method based on the branch and bound approach (using some ideas of the
successful approach for the standard SBH [6]). In this case mathematical programming formulation of the problem
(formulae (3)–(21)) is a good starting point for designing such a procedure. Moreover, it is easily applicable using
optimization tools such as ILOG. Packages of this type employ concepts of constrained programming which allows one
to formulate problems as a criterion function and a set of constraints to be satisQed by a solution.
If the time limits exclude the use of such an approach, which is often the case, one may try alternatively a heuristic
approach. Here tabu search can be employed in a similar way as described in [7] for the standard hybridization sequencing.
Recently such an implementation has been made [5]. We report brieEy on the results obtained for the tabu search
implementation solving the SBH reconstruction phase with the use of isothermic libraries. Basically, the tabu algorithm
implemented was the same as used for the standard libraries in [7]. Thus, we will not describe here the details of the
method, referring an interested reader to this paper.
Both approaches (i.e. tabu search with standard oligonucleotide libraries and tabu search with isothermic ones, respec-
tively) were tested on the same 10 DNA sequences taken from Gen Bank. From each of the sequences, two sequences of
length 200 and 400 nucleotides, respectively, were created. (They were the preQxes of the ones taken from Gen Bank.)
Next, hybridization experiments were simulated by cutting o9 (from these sequences) Qrstly oligonucleotides of length
equal to 10 [7] and secondly oligonucleotides of melting temperatures 26◦ and 28◦. In this way, two ideal spectra for
each temperature were created (standard and isothermic one).
The following idea was used (in both cases) to introduce errors into the spectrum. The notation “200-10%+10%”
means that from an ideal spectrum (without any errors) for a sequence of length 200, 10% of randomly selected (ac-
cording to a uniform distribution) oligonucleotides (negative errors) have been deleted, and next 10% randomly generated
oligonucleotides (positive errors) have been inserted. Moreover, in all the cases a starting oligonucleotide could not be
deleted and oligonucleotides which have been introduced as positive errors had to be di9erent from those already existing
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Table 1
A comparison of the tabu sequencing algorithm with two libraries
Instances Tabu + standard libraries Tabu + isothermic libraries
Usage (%) Time (s) Usage (%) Time (s)
200-5%+5% 94.63 54.2 98.23 10.13
200-10%+10% 93.50 66.0 98.75 17.37
200-20%+20% 92.00 86.4 92.11 43.10
400-5%+5% 87.92 790.2 96.65 57.74
400-10%+10% 89.64 830.7 97.84 94.21
400-20%+20% — — 90.66 219.67
The standard library approach did not handle all the error ranges.
in the spectrum. Errors have been generated in a progressive manner. The set “200-20%+20%” has the same errors as
the set “200-10%+10%”, but in addition 10% of negative errors and 10% of positive errors have been inserted into it. A
validation of sequences generated by both approaches (tabu + standard libraries and tabu + isothermic ones, respectively)
was done by means of the usage parameter. The latter denotes a percentage of a number of correct oligonucleotides from
the spectrum, used to reconstruct a given sequence. Thus, it reEects a relative “goodness” of the reconstructed sequence.
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained for both approaches. Each entry in the table is computed on the basis of the
results obtained for sequencing the 10 DNA chains. For each chain and entry the sequencing process has been executed 100
times (for the same set of errors) to obtain a representative set of data. Hence, each entry is the average obtained from
1000 executions. The experiments have been made on di9erent machines: SGI Power Challenge for standard libraries
and PC Pentium 4 for isothermic ones. However, for the type of algorithms performed (mostly Qxed point arithmetic
operations) and only one processor used in SGI, the two machines are of comparable computing power.
From the results presented it follows that the older approach (with standard libraries) consumes much more time than
the new one (with isothermic libraries). The quality of its solutions is also much lower than in the case of the new
algorithm. Because the main scheme for both algorithms is very similar, we could pose that the new isothermic approach
has an advantage over the traditional one from the computational point of view.
5. Conclusions
In the paper a new type of isorelational oligonucleotide libraries, which can be characterized by predeQned relation
between base composition and oligonucleotides’ lengths, has been proposed. As a special case, an isothermic oligonu-
cleotide library has been distinguished. All oligonucleotides from such a library form duplexes of aproximately the same
stability. This allows one to perform hybridization experiment in a narrow range of chemical conditions, especially a
temperature, which should decrease the rate of positive and negative errors. Simple arguments show that the new libraries
when used in the SBH approach can cope with some negative errors coming from repetitions, the standard library could
not. We showed that two properly chosen isothermic libraries su=ce for DNA sequencing by hybridization. Isothermic
SBH problems have been formulated and their NP-hardness proved. The above results lead to a computational phase. The
presented results of the tabu search implementations for both types of libraries (standard and isothermic) showed a clear
superiority of the isothermic library approach.
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